Having revealed the cause of the energy spread increasing and the corresponding bunch lengthening in electron storage rings in ref. 1, in this paper, we will propose a cure for the suppression of these collective effects. It is suggested to install an active rf cavity in the ring with the working rf wavelength about four to five times the rms bunch length. The limitation about this cure is also discussed. Finally, in the postscript, we will give an empirical bunch lengthening equation and compare the analytical results with some experimental results.
INTRODUCTION
In modern electron colliders, such as B and Tau-C Factories, short bunch lengths are required in order to get high luminosities. In practice, the bunch length will suffer from two kinds of lengthening effects. The first one is due to the potential well distortion and the second is due to the socalled collective random excitation (CRE) revealed in ref. EO is the permittivity in vacuum, ti is Planck constant, c is the velocity of light, Ib = eN,c/2~R,,, Ra, is the average radius of the ring, R is the bending radius, KCf$ is the total longitudinal loss factor at the zero current bunch length, C p w~ represents potential well distortion effect, Ne is the electron number in a bunch, and y is the normalized particle energy.
In this paper we will investigate the possibility to suppress the CRE induced bunch energy spread increasing and the corresponding bunch lengthening.
CURE: INTRODUCING AN ACTIVE RF

CAVITY IN THE RING
A bunch of Ne particles inside will has a definite short range wake potential profile corresponding to its charge distribution. What should be stressed is that for a given bunch current even the longitudinal position of each electron inside the bunch is a random variable, the collective wake potential profile remains stable. As shown in ref. 1, after each turn an electron will get a net kick on its energy
where 4% is a random variable, 0, is the angular synchrotron oscillation frequency, and U, = e2NeICiPt (a,) is the average single particle energy loss due to short range wakefield per turn. It is these random energy fluctuations which are responsible for the bunch energy spread increasing. The idea to suppress these kicks is to create an artificial counteract kicks -eVosin(02,t -$z). Since it is known that an electron will get maximum positive kicks at the very head and the tail of the bunch, and the maximum negative kick near the middle of the bunch as shown in Fig. la , one can use a standing wave rf cavity with the wavelength of the working mode (with rf input power) about four to five times the rms bunch length. The phase relation of this mode with respect to the passing bunch should be arranged as follows: The head and the tail gets the maximum energy reduction by -eVo each turn and the middle of the bunch gets the maximum energy gain eVo per turn as shown in Obviously, to cancel the collective random kicks one has to choose Vo = U, /e which is the peak voltage gain of an electron passing through the cavity. The required rf input power can be easily obtained by
where Rsh is the shunt impedance of the standing wave rf cavity. Once this is done, eqs. 1 and 2 will be changed to
where IC;wDI > I C p w~l due to the additional impedance contribution from the rf cavity. Till now the CRE induced energy spreading increasing and the related bunch lengthening effects have been suppressed. As a natural rule one has to pay for what he gains, and this time it is the transverse instability.
LIMITATION COMING FROM THE TRANSVERSE INSTABILITY
Here, we will make a quick review of the single bunch transverse instability in electron storage rings. The threshold bunch current for the transverse instability derived in 9 and eq. 10 describe the same physical process, one finds the explicit expression of F (F = F').
The impact of the longitudinal motion on that of the transverse one can be perceived by finding R, and 0, in eq.
8. Obviously, better longitudinal bunch properties (smaller energy spread and shorter bunch length) result in lower transverse instability threshold current.
DISCUSSION
Recent experiments on super-ACO [4] show that by using negative momentum compaction factor a one can get shorter bunch length, and unfortunately, larger energy spread compared with positive CY case. This result is easily understood by looking at eqs. 1 and 2. With negative a, CPWD becomes negative, and in consequence, one gets smaller R, and larger RE. Now, if one uses the additional active rf cavity proposed in section 2, eqs. 1 and 2 are reduced to eqs. 6 and 7. Obviously, R, and R, are decoupled from each other, and hopefully, one can get at the same time smaller energy spread and shorter bunch length. As far as the rf cavity design is concerned;one should manage to avoid the cavity beam pipe being excessively small. The detailed discussion on the cavity design will be made after the cure principle shown in this paper be justified by the numerical simulations.
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CONCLUSION
An additional active rf cavity is proposed to be installed in the ring to suppress the collective random excitation induced energy spread increasing and the corresponding bunch lengthening. The wavelength of the working mode should be four to five times the rms bunch length. One should be cautious to the transverse instability since smaller energy spread and shorter bunch length will result in lower transverse instability threshold current. It could be interesting to use this technique together with negative momentum compaction factor to obtain short bunch with small energy spread. 
POSTSCRIPT
Here, exceptionally, we add a section of "postscript" where an empirical bunch lengthening equation is given as: 
